
Legend states that an ancient Greek named Hippocrates taught 
medicine under the branches of a sycamore tree on the Greek 
island of Cos. In recognition of his lasting contributions to the 
medical field, Hippocrates, who lived from 460 BC to 370 BC, is 
widely known as the father of western medicine. 

!
A SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY 

!

In Honor 

of 
Hippocrates  

On the island of Cos, stands a direct offspring of the sycamore tree 
Hippocrates is said to have taught under.  For the first time ever, a limited 
number of clones are available for planting. Individuals, groups or 
organizations can now sponsor the planting of one of these living legacies 
at universities, hospitals, and other medical institutions in honor of 
Hippocrates’ vision and work. 
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…AND HELP SAVE THE PLANET 
At the same time, your sponsorship will assist in saving the planet by 
supporting the mission of Archangel Ancient Tree Archive. 
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PLANT A LIVING LEGACY 



In July of 1960, a cutting of the original 
tree's offspring was given to the U.S. 
Ambassador to Greece in Athens.  The 
resulting tree was planted in 1961 at the 
dedication ceremony for the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH)'s National Library 
of Medicine.  

1960 

US Ambassador Receives 
a Gift from the Greek 
Dodecanese Island of Cos 

The Hippocrates tree clones are 
now healthy and growing at the 
AATA facility in Copemish, MI.  

Co-founder David Milarch, will 
return two of these trees to the NIH 
at a rededication planting 
ceremony to be held on Arbor Day, 
Friday, April 25, 2014 in Bethesda, 
Maryland, just outside of 
Washington, D.C. 
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2014 
 
 

David Milarch inspects the Hippocrates trees at 

Archangel Ancient Tree Archive (AATA) has 
successfully propagated forty trees using cuttings 
from the original NIH tree. These trees are genetically 
identical to the original Hippocrates tree in Cos. 



Scientists and arborists have insisted 
that trees over 80 years old could not 
be cloned. The master propagators at 
Archangel are the unsung heroes that 
have persisted to defy conventional 
wisdom by cloning hundreds of 
ancient and iconic trees, in a variety 
of species. 

Renewed Hope… 

Jake Milarch, Archangel master propagator, shows 
off the healthy Hippocrates sycamore tree clones. 

Trees like this Giant Sequoia have 
managed to resist disease, 
protect themselves from insects, 
and overcome long droughts 
over a period of thousands of 
years. More recently we have 
also discovered that these trees 
sequester carbon dioxide at 
almost 10 times the rate of an 
average tree. 

Archangel believes that 
replanting trees with the proven 
genetic potential of superior 
champion trees is one critical 
element of a multipronged 
approach to restore natural 
ecosystems, reverse climate 
change and save the planet.!

 
 

David Milarch, Archangel co-founder, leans against a 
Giant Sequoia tree he calls “the Waterfall tree”. © 2014 Archangel Ancient Tree Archive 

Forests around the world 
are being decimated at 
alarming rates.  

 
 

An example of destructive deforestation in 
South America. 
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A magnificent living offspring of the Hippocrates tree on the Greek island of Cos. 

Inspire 
Future 
Generations 

 Imagine the next generation of doctors, 
nurses, scientists, social activists, and 
entrepreneurs across the country sitting 
in the shade of a genetic duplicate of 
the Hippocrates tree in Cos. Inspired     
by the wisdom of Hippocrates, and 
applying their own creativity and 
innovative thinking, these future leaders 
will find new solutions to the challenges 
of modern medicine. 
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HIPPOCRATES 
SYCAMORE TREE CLONES 

Archangel Ancient Tree Archive is providing a real solution to global warming. By locating and 
propagating trees with ancient and “champion” genetics that have the best chance for survival, 
and by reintroducing these trees back into the environment, we may be able to overcome the 
onslaught of environmental challenges we are facing today and will increasingly face in the 
future. They are working to preserve the genetics of the best remaining representatives of our 
old-growth forests, and hope to give science a chance to study the yet unknown benefits of 
these trees before they disappear off the face of the earth. 
It is absolutely critical that these trees are replanted to strengthen our urban and rural forests. 
Planting champion trees introduces selected traits back into nature to strengthen the remaining 
forests. When they cross-pollinate with existing trees, the resulting saplings will have some of 
the characteristics from the Champion Trees. 
AATA measures its success, in part, by the number of trees planted in 
appropriate environments that will have the greatest beneficial impact. 
Archangel hopes to partner with like-minded organizations to propagate 
and plant millions of trees from many different origins and species. 
Working to help our environment in a meaningful way gives us 
hope for the future. 

Give a truly unique gift, and continue the legacy. 
Only 40 of these historically significant trees are available. 

Sponsorships 

$25,000 
per tree (231) 378-4400 

Archangel Ancient Tree Archive is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization 

Your sponsorship will help provide a solution to 
global warming. 
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Call Archangel Ancient Tree Archive 
today to make arrangements to have 

a tree planted at the medical 
institution of your choice. 

David Milarch, 
co-founder of  
Archangel Ancient 
Tree Archive 
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Propagate the world’s most important old-growth 
champion trees before they are gone. 

Archive the genetics of ancient trees in living libraries around 
the world for the future. 

Reforest the Earth with the offspring of these trees to 
reintroduce stronger genetics into our forests and provide the 
myriad of beneficial ecosystem services essential for all life forms 
to thrive, including releasing oxygen, sequestering carbon 
dioxide, providing beneficial aerosols and medicines, and fighting 
global warming. 

Archangel Ancient Tree Archive is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization that locates and propagates the world’s largest and 
most iconic trees. We are creating living libraries of old-growth 
tree genetics by cloning champion trees through traditional and 
advanced horticultural propagation for the purpose of future 
research and reforestation.  

We promote the use of the right trees for the right application for 
a balanced, sustainable environment.  We are working to replace 
the natural filter systems of our water and air to fight global 
warming and climate change, and to protect and enhance 
ecosystems worldwide to restore the health of our planet. 

In his book The Man Who Planted Trees, New York Times science 
journalist Jim Robbins captures the intriguing story of David Milarch, the 
visionary behind Archangel Ancient Tree Archive. The Man Who Planted 
Trees is a fascinating investigation into the world of trees, and the 
inspiring story of one man’s quest to help save the planet. Robbins 
identifies the critical role trees play in our environment and also offers a 
surprisingly simple solution to global warming. This book’s hopeful 
message of what one man can accomplish against all odds is also a 
lesson about how each of us has the ability to make a difference.  
(Available for purchase on our website.) 

  

Our 
Mission 

 

Who 
We 
Are 

!
Archangel Ancient Tree Archive 
16884 Front Street 
Copemish, MI, 49625 
(231) 378-4400 
www.ancienttreearchive.org 
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Contact Us for More Information 

Version 1.0 

Get the Whole Story 
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